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Abstract—Interstitial fluid flow, critical for macromolecular
transport, was recently shown to drive fibroblast differentiation
and perpendicular cell and matrix alignment in 3D collagen cul-
tures. Here we explore the mechanisms underlying this flow-
induced cell and collagen alignment. Cell and matrix alignment
was assessed from 3D confocal reflectance stacks using a Fast
Fourier Transform method. We found that human dermal and
lung fibroblasts align perpendicular to flow in the range of 5–
13 µm/s (0.1–0.3 dyn/cm2) in collagen; however, neither cells
nor matrix fibers align in fibrin cultures, which unlike collagen,
is covalently cross-linked and generally degraded by cell fibrinol-
ysis. We also found that even acellular collagen matrices align
weakly upon exposure to flow. Matrix alignment begins within
12 h of flow onset and continues, along with cell alignment, over
48 h. Together, these data suggest that interstitial flow first induces
collagen fiber alignment, providing contact guidance for the cells
to orient along the aligned matrix; later, the aligned cells further
remodel and align their surrounding matrix fibers. These findings
help elucidate the effects of interstitial flow on cells in matrices
and have relevance physiologically in tissue remodeling and in
tissue engineering applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Interstitial flow refers to the movement of fluid through
the extracellular matrix (ECM) or interstitium of a tissue.
It constitutes an important component of the microcircula-
tion by providing convection necessary to transport large
proteins through the interstitial space. There is abundant
evidence that mechanical forces can help direct ECM orga-
nization, particularly related to mechanical properties and
functionality. Fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells, osteoblasts,
chondrocytes, and many other cell types reside within a 3D
environment and are exposed to interstitial fluid forces.
Thus, interstitial flow may play an important role in main-
taining ECM properties via such cells.
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We previously showed that in response to low lev-
els of interstitial fluid flow in 3D collagen culture,
human fibroblasts align in the perpendicular direction to
flow23 and differentiate into myofibroblasts.22 Here we
explore mechanisms behind this alignment, examining pas-
sive flow-induced alignment vs. active cell remodeling and
reorganization. Either of the mechanisms is feasible. On
one hand, if ECM fibers are reorganized directly by the
flow, these fibers may then reorient the cells they support.
Such contact guidance phenomena have been demonstrated
in mechanically realigned matrices under non-flow condi-
tions8,15,17,30,33 and have been applied to tissue engineer-
ing of anisotropic tissues such as arterial media1,15 and
heart muscle.5 On the other hand, it is well established
that fibroblasts can remodel their ECM and align during
contraction and migration,11,13,29 and smooth muscle cells
in 2D monolayers have been shown to align in the perpen-
dicular direction to applied fluid shear stress.20 Finally, it
is also possible that the flow-induced reorganization results
from combined effects of both active and passive mech-
anisms, since interstitial flow can affect cells and matrix
both directly and indirectly, and via both biomechanical
and biochemical means.
To investigate the mechanisms of interstitial flow-
induced cell remodeling, we first tested whether intersti-
tial flow induces similar cellular morphological responses
in different fibroblast and matrix types. We compared
human fibroblasts of different origin, dermal (HDFs) and
lung fibroblasts (HLFs), seeded in collagen and fibrin hy-
drogels of similar concentrations and mechanical prop-
erties. We quantified alignment using an image analysis
method based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) from 3D
confocal stacks for cell alignment and confocal reflection
images for matrix alignment in cell-free as well as cell-
populated gels. We also performed time-course studies to
track the remodeling changes in acellular and fibroblast-
populated collagen matrices. Our findings help elucidate the
effects of interstitial flow on cells in 3D matrices, important
both for tissue remodeling when fluid flux is increased (e.g.,
wound healing, inflammation, and acute edema) as well as
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for tissue engineering applications where perfusion through
3D systems is involved.
METHODS
Cell Culture of Human Neonatal Dermal Fibroblasts
and Fetal Lung Fibroblasts
CCD1079sk human neonatal dermal fibroblasts (HDF)
and IMR-90 human fetal lung fibroblasts (HLF) from Amer-
ican Type Culture Collection (Manassa, VA) were cultured
as previously described.4,23 They were cultured in α-MEM
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (GIBCO BRL,
Grand Island, NY) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma,
St. Louis, MO). HDFs of passages 7–9 and HLFs at pas-
sages 13–14 were used in all experiments.
Preparation of Interstitial Radial Flow Tissue
Culture Chamber
Cells were suspended in 2 mg/ml collagen or fibrin gel
at 5×105 cells/ml. The collagen was prepared from rat tail
tendon as previously described,23 and the fibrin solution
(2 mg/ml bovine fibrinogen, 10 mM Ca2+, 0.8 U/ml bovine
thrombin, and 100 KIU/ml aprotinin) was prepared as pre-
viously described;28 all reagents were from Sigma. The
cell–gel solution was pipetted into a radial interstitial flow
chamber recently described,21–23 immersed in medium, and
placed in a 37◦C/5% CO2 incubator overnight. To induce in-
terstitial flow, the chamber was connected to a sterile media
reservoir via a peristaltic pump and a pressure manome-
ter. Normal growth media was delivered at 0.012 ml/min
leading to an average velocity of 12.6 µm/s at the inlet and
3.6 µm/s at the outlet. A static chamber used as a control
was set up exactly as the experimental flow chamber, except
that it was not connected to the flow delivery apparatus. In
both groups, medium surrounded the chamber and could
diffuse through the outer and inner PE rings. All cultures
were maintained in a humidified 37◦C, 5% CO2 incubator
for the duration of the experiment.
Preparation and Imaging of Tissue Cultures for
Morphological Analysis
Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene,
OR) and confocal reflection contrast microscopy was used
to identify and examine the organization of the cells and
matrix fibers, respectively. The entire chamber was first
fixed by immersion in 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS for
30 min, rinsed with PBS, and permeabilized in 0.5% Triton
for 30 min. The chamber was then immersed overnight
in a solution containing 132 nM phalloidin at 4◦C. The
gels were rinsed with PBS and images were taken with
a laser scanning confocal microscope (LCS SP2, Leica,
Mannheim, Germany).
Confocal reflection contrast microscopy was performed
to visualize unstained matrix fibers using a 40× (1.25
NA) oil objective lens as described earlier.2,13,21 Briefly,
488 nm light (Ar laser) is introduced into the sample, and (i)
reflected signals from both ECM and cytoskeletal fibers
and (ii) emission signals from the phalloidin staining are
passed through a RT30/70 filter and collected in separate
photomultipliers. The samples were vertically scanned in
the z direction at a scanning depth of 10–30 µm from the
bottom coverslip. The sequential images were collected and
reconstructed as 2-D projections using Leica LCS software.
Image Analysis for Quantification of Alignment
and Peak Orientation
Our image analysis procedure is schematized in Fig. 1.
First, we used an FFT analysis to evaluate the orientation
of cells or matrix fibers in the confocal images. This in-
direct method transforms the original intensity image into
a frequency spectrum image, from which the orientation
information can be extracted.3,24,25,27,31 It has been ap-
plied previously to quantify collagen fiber alignment in
scanning electron microscopy and histological images of
ligaments, sclerodermal lesions, and scar tissues.3,31 Here,
we extended this analysis to images collected with confo-
cal reflection microscopy. After converting the color im-
age to grayscale using ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD), a
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) program,
developed to perform the FFT analysis, generated an ori-
entation intensity frequency distribution from the image.
For matrix quantification of images containing cells, the
cells were digitally removed with Adobe Photoshop (San
Jose, CA) prior to the analysis. If there was a preferred
alignment of cells or fibers in the original image, a bell-
shaped frequency distribution would result, with the peak
indicating the direction of orientation. If the cells or fibers
were randomly oriented, there would be no pattern in the
histogram, and the peak intensity would be at a random
angle and would thus have no meaning.
To summarize the histograms, we defined an alignment
index and an orientation angle for each image. The align-
ment index indicates the degree of anisotropy of the cells
or the matrix through comparing the fraction of intensities
within 20◦ of the peak angle to the same fraction in a ran-
dom (flat) histogram. As such, an alignment index of unity
indicates an ideally random distribution and the higher the
index from unity, the more dominant the alignment.
The orientation angle is the angle of the highest orienta-
tion intensity represented with respect to the flow axis. Ideal
cases of perpendicular and horizontal orientations would
give orientation angles of 90◦ and 0◦ respectively. Thus, a
high alignment index with a small SD of the orientation
angle indicates aligned cells or fibers with consistent ori-
entation, whereas a low alignment index and a large SD
indicates little alignment and random orientation. There is
also the possibility of a low alignment index and small SD
of the orientation angle, as we will see was the case with
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FIGURE 1. Algorithm for FFT image quantification of alignment and orientation of cells or matrix fibers. The image was imported as
a matrix array before an FFT-transform into a power spectrum. The intensity at each angle was plotted to determine the orientation
frequency distribution. From the distribution, the peak angle was recentered at 90◦ before normalizing δ (sum of frequencies within
20◦ from the peak angle) against ( + δ) (total sum of all frequencies). This ratio was normalized to that of an ideally random
frequency distribution δIR/( + δ)IR to derive the alignment index (AI). The peak orientation angle was also determined from the
frequency distribution.
fibrin under flow. In this case, fibers showed very weak
alignment, but nonetheless the alignment was in the same
direction in all experiments. We noted that the transition
from random to aligned fibers or cells occurred slowly over
time.
Statistical Analysis of Alignment and Orientation
The alignment indices and peak orientation angles in
the flow images were analyzed for significant differences
compared to the corresponding static controls. All statis-
tical analyses were performed using Prism 4.0 (Graph-
pad Software, San Diego, CA). Comparisons between two
groups were assessed using unpaired Student’s t-tests while
comparisons of three groups or more were assessed using
ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test. The data are presented as
means and standard deviations; ∗p < 0.05 and ∗∗p < 0.01.
RESULTS
Cell Alignment
Similar to the HDFs as previously established,23 HLFs
suspended in 3D collagen matrices aligned perpendicular to
the direction of flow in the higher velocity region of the gel
(Fig. 2). The orientation angles of HDFs and HLFs relative
to the flow direction were 83.3◦ ± 18.0◦ and 74.3◦ ± 30.5◦,
respectively. In static controls, the large SD in orientation
angles (46.3◦ and 55.7◦ for HDFs and HLFs) coupled with
low alignment indices suggest random orientation and no
alignment.
The radial geometry of the flow chamber allowed us to
organize the data into two regions, one closer to the inlet
where velocity ranged from 12.6 to 5.6 µm/s (weighted
average = 7.4 µm/s), and the other closer to the outlet with
a velocity range of 5.6–3.6 µm/s (average = 4.9 µm/s).
Corresponding shear stresses were estimated32 as 0.3–
0.13 dyn/cm2 in the inlet region and 0.13–0.09 dyn/cm2
in the outlet region. We found that significant alignment
only occurred in the higher velocity region [Fig. 2(b) and
(c)]. Furthermore, trials with higher velocities resulted in
significant cell rounding and death (data not shown); thus,
this velocity range of 12.6–5.6 µm/s was found to be opti-
mal for cell alignment.
In contrast, when HDFs were suspended in fibrin gels of
similar concentration (2 mg/ml) and subjected to interstitial
flow, no significant fibroblast alignment was seen within
48 h [Fig. 3(a)]. The alignment indices of HDFs in fibrin
gels under flow and static conditions [Fig. 3(b)] were not
significantly different from each other as well as from the
static controls in collagen gels.
Matrix Alignment
Using confocal reflection microscopy, we found that
collagen fibers aligned perpendicular to flow in fibroblast-
populated gels after 48 h (Fig. 4), as shown by confocal
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FIGURE 2. Interstitial flow induces the alignment of human lung as well as dermal fibroblasts (HLFs and HDFs). (a) Confocal images
and orientation distributions of HLFs and HDFs in collagen matrices after 48 h of fluid flow (average velocity = 7.4 µm/s). Bar =
200 µm; arrow shows the direction of flow. (b) Alignment index and (c) orientation angle of HDFs and HLFs subject to average flow
velocities of 7.4 µm/s and 4.9 µm/s along with static controls.
images and their respective orientation intensity distribu-
tions. Surprisingly, weak alignment in the same direction
also occurred in acellular gels under flow. However, the
extent of anisotropy (as reflected by alignment indices) in
the acellular gels was less than that seen in cell-populated
gels, indicating that although some alignment due to flow
is passive, the fibroblasts also play an active role in further
aligning the collagen fibers. In contrast, collagen fibers in
both acellular and cell-populated static controls were not
aligned; their orientation intensity histograms showed ran-
dom distributions with no distinct peaks.
In fibrin, the alignment indices of matrix fibers under
flow conditions were not significantly different from the
static controls. However, there appeared to be an orienta-
tion tendency in the direction of flow, since the SD of the
orientation angle was small. Thus, fibrin gels may weakly
align parallel to flow, and although an insignificant frac-
tion of fibers aligned, the direction of this alignment was
consistent across all experiments.
We further quantified matrix alignment and orientation
in HLF-populated collagen gels and compared them to
HDF-populated collagen matrices (data not shown). We
also found that the collagen fibers in those gels were also
aligned perpendicular to flow but this alignment was weaker
than what we observed for HDFs. Likewise, the fibers in
static HLF controls showed no significant alignment.
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FIGURE 3. Cell alignment occurs in collagen, but not fibrin, matrices, and only at higher velocities (12.6–5.6 µm/s). (a) Confocal
images and orientation distributions of HDFs in high velocity regions of collagen and fibrin matrices after 48 h of fluid flow (average
velocity = 7.4 µm/s). Bar = 200 µm; arrow shows the direction of flow. (b) Alignment index and (c) orientation angles of HDFs in
high (average = 7.4 µm/s) vs. low (average = 4.9 µm/s) velocity regions of the cultures in collagen vs. fibrin matrices, after 48 h.
Time Course of Alignment
To determine whether the alignment of fibroblasts
occurred before, concurrent with, or after the alignment
of collagen fibers, we evaluated HDF and matrix align-
ment at 1, 3, 6, 12, and 48 h after the onset of flow
(Fig. 5) in the velocity range of 12.6–5.6 µm/s and
found that HDF in collagen matrices became progres-
sively aligned and perpendicularly oriented under IFF over
this time frame. Beyond this time, the extent of align-
ment continued to increase but no changes were seen
in the orientation angle of the cells (data not shown).
Matrix fibers also became progressively aligned over 48 h,
as indicated by the increasing alignment indices, and were
increasingly oriented in the direction perpendicular to flow
(indicated by the orientation angle reaching 90◦ with
decreasing SD). Furthermore, the cell-populated matrices
aligned more substantially at 12 and 48 h than the acellular
matrices, suggesting an active role of the cells in matrix
alignment.
Thus, in comparing the time course of cell vs. matrix
alignment, we see that cell alignment lagged behind that of
matrix fibers. On the other hand, the alignment by matrix
fibers is more extensive when cells are present as com-
pared to when cells are not present. These data suggest that
both passive and active reorganization mechanisms act in
concert.
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FIGURE 4. Perpendicular matrix alignment occurs in collagen but not fibrin matrices, and even occurs to a small extent in the
absence of cells. Representative confocal reflection images and their orientation intensity distributions at 48 h of (a) cell-populated
and (b) acellular matrices. In cell-populated gels, the cells were digitally removed from the images before the FFT algorithm was
applied to ensure that only the matrix reflectance was quantified. Bar = 20 µm; arrow indicates the direction of flow. (c) Alignment
index and (d) orientation angle of collagen and fibrin fibers in acellular vs. fibroblast-populated matrices.
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FIGURE 5. Interstitial flow remodels matrix architecture within 12 h and induces cell alignment within 48 h. (a) Confocal images of
fibroblasts in collagen matrices, and confocal reflection images of cellular and acellular collagen matrices taken at 1, 3, 6, 12 and
48 h. Confocal and confocal reflection images were 2D projections of 100 µm and 5 µm optical sections of the gel, respectively
at regions subjected to average flow velocity of 7.4 µm/s. Bar = 200 µm and 20 µm for confocal and confocal reflection images,
respectively; arrow shows the direction of flow. (b) Alignment index and (c) orientation angle of cells and collagen fibers over a
time course of 48 h.
DISCUSSION
We previously demonstrated that low levels of intersti-
tial flow cause fibroblasts within a 3D collagen matrix to
align perpendicular to flow. Here, we explored mechanisms
of this alignment and demonstrated that both passive and
active reorganization mechanisms are involved in the inter-
stitial flow-induced cell and matrix alignment. In addition,
the data suggest the following mechanism of remodeling:
interstitial flow initially induces weak matrix anisotropy in
the perpendicular direction to flow, which provides contact
guidance for initiating cell alignment; the cells then con-
tinue to align the ECM and themselves under interstitial
flow. The alignment occurred on a timescale of 6–12 h and
in the velocity range of 12.6–5.6 µm/s. It occurred in both
human lung and dermal fibroblasts.
Since fibroblasts align under interstitial flow in colla-
gen but not fibrin matrices, it is probable that the matrix
architecture strongly influences how interstitial flow affects
cells in a 3D environment. Collagens are the most common
fibrous proteins in the human body, and the reconstituted
type I collagen gel used here is a highly hydrated (>99%)
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network of entangled, but not covalently crosslinked, col-
lagen fibrils.26 In contrast, fibrin is the primary structural
component of blood clots; they are highly cross-linked and
cannot be reorganized by the cells but rather only pro-
teolytically degraded. Thus, while cells can easily move
around in collagen matrices and reorganize the ECM fibers
without degrading the matrix,12,14 fibrin is a temporary ma-
trix designed to degrade rather than reorganize, and this is
probably why very little cell and matrix alignment was seen
with flow through fibrin matrices.
Furthermore, we recently found that α1β1 integrin plays
a critical role in flow-induced cell and collagen alignment.22
In contrast, α2β1 integrins have been shown to be impor-
tant in collagen gel contraction by fibroblasts19 (and we
confirmed that α1β1 integrin was not required for gel con-
traction22). Together with our findings that weak matrix
alignment passively occurs prior to cell alignment, these
data suggest that interstitial flow-induced alignment may
not involve cell contraction but instead result mainly from
passive forces.
The acellular alignment may be considered somewhat
surprising since, from a purely mechanical point of view, a
parallel fiber alignment would reduce fluid drag through the
network and lead to a higher hydraulic conductivity than
that of a perpendicular organization,18 and fiber extrusion
processes generally tend to yield aligned fibers parallel to
flow. However, it is important to note that in our system
(i) the collagen fibers are rigid and highly entangled in a
random position during gelation, before flow onset rather
than under flow during gelation, and (ii) the initially random
fiber orientation will lead to a complex flow field that may
induce a complex force distribution on the array, tending
to compact the network rather than align it if mechanically
hindered.
Although our studies were done in vitro in reconstituted
collagen gel networks, there are potential implications for
this alignment phenomenon in vivo. Collagen alignment
contributes to the mechanical strength of tissues and there-
fore plays an important role in the optimal functioning of
many tissues. In addition, alignment is generally observed
in differentiated tissues such as scar tissues in wounds
(both normal and fibrotic)10,29 and stromal response in
desmoplastic tumors.6,7 Fibroblasts are a major mediator
of the wound healing process,9,16 where they differentiate
into myofibroblasts and acquire smooth muscle features.
Interstitial flow is likely increased during wound healing,
when remodeling blood vessels, infiltrating inflammatory
cells, and tissue proteolysis all increase fluid flux through
the ECM; indeed, we recently showed that interstitial flow
alone is sufficient to induce fibroblast-to-myofibroblast dif-
ferentiation in vitro.
Our findings are also relevant to tissue engineering.
Culturing fibroblast-populated collagen gels under various
types of mechanical loading such as tension and compaction
has been used to improve mechanical properties and induce
alignment,5,8,15,30,34 and other methods like applying mag-
netic fields can also align collagen matrices.1,17 Here we
show that low levels of interstitial flow may also be used
to align a collagen matrix and thereby alter its mechanical
properties.
In conclusion, this study highlights the interplay between
interstitial fluid forces, cells, and the extracellular matrix.
It demonstrates how interstitial fluid flow may contribute
to cell alignment in tissues through both passive effects on
the matrix fibers and active effects on the cells, and has
relevance for understanding physiological and pathological
tissue remodeling as well as potential application in tissue
engineering.
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